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Hurricane Dorian wreaks havoc on path up East Coast 
EMILY NICKS 
editor-in-chief 
NOTE: This article was written and published 
as oflO a.m. Thursday, Sept. 5. Storm conditions 
may have changed since then. 
Hurricane D orian made landfall in the 
Bahamas Sunday, Sept. 1, as a Category 5 
storm and the second most powerful Atlantic 
storm in recorded history. The massive storm. 
fluctuated between Category 5 and tropical 
storm classification for almost a week as it 
slowly made its way up the coast of the East US. 
While Dorian's effects may not bepl].ysically 
felt in Arkansas, many students from areas in 
the storm's path have been left dependent on 
their families and weather notifications for 
updates, feeling an emotional burden. 
Senior Abishai Beneby is from Nassau, the 
capital city of the Bahamas. His mother, father 
and two brothers weathered the storm as it 
battered its way through the islands. Beneby 
said that, luckily, Nassau was not affected as 
drastically as other locations. 
"They're fine," Beneby said. "I was worried 
about them for a minute because I didn't hear 
anything back for longer than they usually take, 
so I was worried. Then she responded to me." 
According to NBC, Dorian's drastically 
slow pace has played a major role in the level 
of destruction brought about, especially to the 
Bahamas. The storm pummeled the island 
nation for almost two full days before moving 
on, crawling for 15 hours at only 1 mile per 
hour, NBC reported. 
As of early Thursday morning, Dorian 
had moved past Florida wit}} less damage 
than was initially feared and began affecting 
the coasts of Georgia and the Carolinas. In 
a statement made on Wednesday afternoon, 
President Donald Trump said Florida came 
out of the storm much better than predicted. 
"We had actually our original chart was 
that it was going to be hitting Florida directly," 
Trump said in the statement from the White 
House on Wednesday. "It was going to be 
PURSUE 
women's conference 
DANIELLE TURNER 
lifestyle editor 
and 
KARLI WILLIAMSON 
features editor 
The Original Rock House Ministries 
is hosting the first Pursue Women's 
Conference today, Sept. 6, from 7-11 p.m. 
in the Administration Auditorium. The 
conference will feature female Harding 
students and is geared toward other college-
aged women to encourage one another to 
pursue their relationship with God. 
Harding Admissions Counselor and one 
of the organizers of the Pursue conference 
Jane Vanderburgh said that the ministry 
hopes that this conference will make a 
lasting impact for Harding students and 
their faith. 
"It's the first time something like this 
has been organized, and we have great 
momentum so far," Vanderburgh said. 
"We'd love to see this conference bec,ome 
a well-known_, annual event on campus." 
The idea for the Pursue conference was 
inspired by each of the speakers' testimonies. 
Debbie Gentry, college and outreach 
minister of the Original Rock House 
and originator of the Pursue conference, 
said she wanted to have a place to invest 
in talented young women and give them 
the opportunity to be kingdom workers. 
"-These are going to be speakers that are 
of your generation, who are talented and 
h ave so much spiritual wisdom at such a 
young age," Gentry said. "I really wanted 
to encourage all women that they too have 
a place and a purpose in the kingdom. 
We've desperately needed women to be 
bold presenters of the Gospel." 
Junior Julie Goddard, one of the featured 
speakers for the Pursue conference, said 
the point of the co_nference is for women 
to empower other women in the kingdom. 
"God called so many women to do so 
many amazing things, and their names 
show up in the Bible in such strong ways," 
hitting directly and that would have affected a 
lot of other states. And it took a right tum and 
ultimately, hopefully, we're going to be lucky." 
Junior Kaitlyn Cutshall from Vero Beach, 
Florida, said storm preparations are nothing 
new to her and her family. She said her family 
usually prepares enough to weather out storms 
in place, with their last evacuation taking 
place in 2004. For D orian, however, her 
family evacuated inland when the predictions 
seemed bad. 
Cutshall said being away from her family 
while they prepared for and dealt with the 
slow-moving hurricane was challenging. 
"It's been pretty hard, just because I'm 
not there helping prepare for the hurricane," 
Cutshall said. "And just not constantly knowing 
exactly what's going on, because I have to find 
out through texts, or I have to keep up with 
The Weather Channel, and I just wish I was 
there with everyone." 
As of 10 a.m. Thursday morning, D orian 
moving up the coast toward Charleston, South 
Carolina after slightly weakening overnight 
Students help lead 
first annual 
. Pursue conference 
for women 
Goddard said. "This weekend has the 
ability to be a catalyst for change in our 
mindset of what our roles are." 
Goddard said she hopes this conference ' 
will push women to get out of their comfort 
zones and to take some time to focus on 
Jesus without distractions. 
"A lot of times we can get distracted 
by school and clubs and things like that," 
Goddard said. "While those are all good 
things, let's get together and talk about 
what our ultimate purpose is." 
The featured student leaders are senior 
Emma Grace Taylor, and juniors Morgan 
Proffitt, Chantel Ceaser, Amanda McDuffie, 
Julie Goddard and Kelsey Smith. 
"It's not about any one of these girls," 
Gentry said. "It is about Jesus. And He· 
desperately wants these women, who may 
struggle with self esteem issues or may not 
know how to pursue Him, to learn how 
to pursue holy living." 
In This Issue 
to a strong Category 2 storm, accordingtoCBS. 
CNN reported 20 confirmed deaths in the 
Bahamas and predicted the Carolinas would 
face dangerous flooding beginning Thursday. 
As the storm reached these coastal states, over 
240,000 power outages were confirmed in 
Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina 
by mid-morning on Thursday, with most in 
South C arolina. 
Cutshall said she is thankful her family is 
safe and that Dorian avoided direct landfall 
with Florida, but that the situation is still 
scary for many. 
- "(Pray] for protection and guidance, and 
with any of the families that are being affected 
directly to be prepared for whatever happens," 
Cutshall said. "You never know what the 
hurricane is going to do." 
Hurricane Dorian is a developing storm. 
This article was written and published as of 
10 a.m. on Thursday, Sept. 5. To stay updated 
on storm conditions, check local and national 
news networks. 
Harding 
defends 
against 
cybercrime 
RACHEL MCCURRY 
asst. copy editor 
On Friday, Aug. 23, Harding faculty and 
staff members received an email from Keith 
Cronk, the vice president of information 
systems and technology at Harding, warning 
them about phishing scams. 
Phishing is a common cybercrime in which 
hackers email victims from fake addresses 
requesting money or log in information to 
various accounts. With this information, 
scammers can steal money and information 
from their victims. The FBl's Internet Crime 
Complaint Center reports that phishing is 
among the most prevalent of online crimes, 
and according to Crook's email, scammers are 
especially active this time of year. 
In order to gather data for further protection 
against cybercrirne, Cronk and his coworkers 
plan to send a fake phishing email to Harding 
faculty and staff members. Richard Schneider, 
Harding's information systems and technology 
security officer, said the email is purely for 
data collection, not to shame those who may 
fall for the test. 
SEE CYBERCRIME, PAGE 2A 
. 
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Bookstore 
opens to 
benefit 
Sparrow's 
Promise 
DANIELA CUELLAR 
student writer 
Two Harding Academy high school 
students have opened a bookstore in 
downtown Searcy. The Book Nest had a 
flash opening on Saturday, Aug. 24, but 
does not have regular hours yet. 
The founders, sisters Maryella and Julianne 
Baker, said they always wanted a bookstore 
and chose to start this nonprofit business 
to benefit local foster care organization 
Sparrow's Promise. 
"I love reading," Maryella said "opening up 
a bookstore was always a dream of mine." 
Sparrow's Promise is a faith-based 
organization that helps families who foster 
children. The Baker sisters said they hope to 
benefit Sparrow's Promise as much as they 
can through their bookstore. 
Brandon Tittle, executive director of 
Sparrow's Promise, said he thinks The Book 
Nest will benefit both Sparrow's Promise 
and the Searcy community as a: whole. 
"We are excited to be able to partner with 
the supporters working to open The Book 
Nest," Tittle said "We think it's a win-win 
for the community, as we will now have 
access to a second bookstore while supporting 
the strengthening of local families at the 
same time." 
As of right now, Sparrow's Promise is 
the only organization that The Book Nest 
benefits, but the Baker sisters are hoping 
to extend their reach to other foster care 
organizations in the future. 
"We would love for The Book Nest to 
not only benefit Sparrow's Promise, but we 
don't know what that's going to look like 
yet," Julianne said. 
Although the bookstore has not announced 
official hours, The Book Nest opened for a 
few hours during Searcy's Beats & Eats on 
Saturday, Aug. 24, to spread awareness and 
encourage book donations. It also opened for 
irregular hours in the weeks that followed, 
as announced on social media. 
"We planned on doing a Hash opening 
at Beats & Eats because we knew more 
people would learn about the bookstore 
if we did," Julianne said "and we ended up 
having a lot of people come." 
The Book Nest has mainly received book 
donations from friends and families who 
heard about the need through social media. 
As high school business owners, the 
Baker sisters said they are still trying to 
learn how to operate and manage a business 
while also keeping up with their academic 
obligations. 
"In the summer, it was really easy just to 
go up to the bookstore and work," Maryella 
said "and now it's easy to just go after school. 
But if we're going to be a regular day-to-day 
business, we'll have to have normal hours." 
The sisters hope to eventually hire more 
workers once the business has a steadier 
income. Right now, they h ave only had 
volunteers. They also hope to sell books 
online. 
"We want to sell books online so that if 
we ever do get slower in the store, we can . 
still have income from an online business," 
Maryella said. 
The sisters plan to open the store around 
the beginning of September and hope to 
get as much traction and as many visitors 
as possible. 
CYBERCRIME, CONT. 
BRIELLE 
HETHERINGTON 
news editor 
On Aug. 19, Sao Paulo, Brazil, experi-
enced a blackout due to extreme amounts of 
smoke produced by the fires in the Amazon 
rainforest. Earlier this year, a fire destroyed 
the majority ofFrance's historic Notre D ame 
cathedral in Paris, which got an immediate· 
reaction of mourning from global media. 
However, there was ·no immediate 
widespread media attention brought to the 
Amazon fires, which led people to storm 
social media with messages full of anger and 
concern. Once Brazil offidally announced 
the news of th e fires to the public, BBC 
News released an article covering the se-
verity of the fires. Afterward, many other 
news outlets followed suit. 
According to outspoken activists and 
political figures, the cause of the fires are 
the a result of policies not being enforced by 
Brazil's President,Jair Bolsanaro. Since Bol-
sanaro became president of Brazil in January, 
the rate of deforestation has increased. BBC 
News discovered a "sharp drop in fines being 
handed out for environmental violations." 
According to the Amazon Environmental 
Research Institute, the increase in fires is 
related to the increase of deforestation. 
Many of Harding's own have expressed 
their concern for the Amazon and the state 
of the Brazilian government.Jeremy Daggett, 
director of the Chile-based HULA program, 
frequently takes students to Brazil where 
they are able to experience the Amazon 
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firsthand. D aggett said a conversation with 
his friend from Brazil brought attention to 
the fact that the main concern is the Bra-
zilian government's lack of environmental 
protection policies. 
"The existence of the fire is not the 
main issue, rather it's the extent to which 
the fire has been allowed to grow and the 
government's lack of response to it, especially 
in its containment role it normally plays," 
Daggett said. 
D aggett said that the Harding community 
could help by staying informed and asking 
questions. Daggett also encouraged students 
to be aware of how their daily actions and 
consuming habits affect the environment 
and to fight for change when they see it 
is needed. 
" The existence of the fire is 
not the main Issue, rather It's 
the extent to which the fire 
has been allowed to grow ... , , 
- Jeremy Daggett 
HULA director 
Deforestation has been popular among 
farmers seeking to clear land for cattle 
ranches and loggers fueled by the demand 
for timber products. The World Wide Fund 
for Nature, an organization seeking to be 
a voice for the environment, investigated 
13 logging companies in the Amazon, 12 
of which had broken laws for safe logging 
practices. 
BBC News said that Bolsanaro has ne-
glected to enforce an ethical stance on the 
protection of the environment, allowing 
loggers and farmers to carry out illegal and 
reckless deforestation. 
On Aug. 28, Bolsanaro announced a 
60-day ban on setting fire to any clear land, 
as reported by CNN. He also accepted the 
aid of the Chilean government but refused 
a $22 million offer from French President 
Emmanuel Macron. 
Students from last spring's HULA trip 
felt the impact of the disaster happening 
in Brazil. Junior Madison Thurber spoke of 
her experience in the Amazon, saying it was 
"so easy to see God's hand in its beautiful 
and complex creation. Everything there 
is connected to every other thing [ which 
seems] impossible." 
HULA student Jade Turner, studied 
abroad last spring and said, "I never knew 
how important the Amazon is, not only to 
the people and animals who live there, but 
to the entire world." 
According to BBC News, the Amazon is 
home to 1 million indigenous people and 3 
million types of wild-life and exotic plants, 
and it will need anywhere from 20-40 to 
regenerate from the fires. 
Yadvinder Malhi, professor at Oxford 
University, said with 80% of the Amazon 
rainforest intact, it is still possible to reform 
the policies of the Brazilian government 
and our own habits. 
Adntinistration clarifies dancing rules 
EMILY NICKS 
editor-in-chief 
In addition to dress code revisions this year, 
the Harding administration changed another 
aspect of the student handbook: the statements 
regarding dance policies. With several words 
added to the dancing guidelines for the first 
time this year, some students wondered what 
exactly had changed. 
In Section 4, the 2019-2020 student 
handbook reads: "Students are not to visit 
inappropriate places of entertainment such as 
dance clubs or bars. Students are not allowed 
to participate in suggestive social dancing. 
The University does not host social dances." 
Previously, the handbook did not include the 
adjective "suggestive," nor did it include the 
entire final sentence. 
According to Zach Neal, assistant vice 
president of student life and dean of students, 
nothing has changed in practice. He said the 
rules remain the same as they have in years 
past, and the only change is that the wording 
clears up existing policies. 
"We definitely still uphold the expectation 
related to dance clubs, bars or other places 
of inappropriate entertainment," Neal said. 
"However, we wanted to show reasonable 
accommodation for those who wanted to 
clarify what is social dancing, and when 
is there a time and if there is a time. So, 
the separating of those expectations in the 
handbook allowed us to be more clear on 
what's allowed." 
"This is purely for us talking about how do 
The other addition to Section 4 was the 
statement that the University does not host 
social dances. Neal said this is nothing new. 
"The University has never hosted social 
dances, and the wording of the handbook prior 
to this year made it clear that we wouldn't host 
a social dance because we didn't even allow 
any type of dancing," Neal said. "With the 
clarification that there may be an environment 
or a setting that it is allowed, we thought 
it was appropriate to include that we will 
continue our practice to not host any type." 
The restriction ofUniversity-hosted social 
dances extends to any organizations tied to 
Harding, including social clubs. 
Senior Taylor Sexton served as an activities 
director for women's social club Ju Go Ju in 
spring 2019. After requesting to include line 
dancing at Ju Go Ju's formal function, Sexton 
said the activity was not approved. 
Sexton said she thinks the allowance of 
appropriate, nonsuggestive social dancing 
should extend to club functions since it is 
allowed when students are not officially 
affiliated with the University. 
"I think that - given it 
was line dancing, where yo 
don't even touch anybody-
it should be OK," Sexton 
said. "I don't understand 
[prohibiting] something 
like line dancing, especially 
when there's something like 
Spring Sing where you do 
touch people." 
Neal said occasional Harding events like 
Impact's Throm and CAB's past block parties 
are not organized social dances. 
"(With] activities [on campus], a social 
dance is not the goal," Neal said. "If there are 
individuals enjoying the music in a way that's 
not suggestive, then it's not likely anyone is 
going to say anything." 
Even with attempts to clarify the existing 
dance policies, Neal said he knows there is 
subjectivity to the term "suggestive."He said 
it is permitted for students to enjoy dancing 
environments and opportunities they know 
to be appropriate. 
One such appropriate environment is the 
regular swing dancing nights that take place 
at Zion Climbing Center in Searcy. Senior 
Paden Overbey has joined the festivities fairly 
regularly through his time at Harding, and 
he said he always enjoyed it. 
"You can show up not knowing anyone, 
and people come in and teach you how to 
swing dance and stuff," Overbey said. "It's 
very welcoming; I really like it." 
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Learning 
to swim 
Notorious. 
"Rigorous but warm-hearted." · This is how former President Bill 
Clinton described Supreme Court Justice 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg (RBG) in the opening 
remarks before her lecture in Little Rock 
on Tuesday, Sept. 3. Ginsburg spoke as part 
of the Kumpuris Lecture Series in Little 
Rock organized by the Clinton Presidential 
Center. Unsurprisingly, Verizon Arena was 
packed, and I was lucky enough to be one 
in attendance. 
RBG was appointed by Clinton in 1993, 
joining Sandra Day O'Connor as the second 
woman on the bench. Her journey to the 
nation's highest ranking judicial court wasn't 
an easy one --- far from it. 
Ginsburg's mother died only one day 
before getting to see her daughter graduate 
high school and, later, go on to graduate 
top of her undergraduate class at Cornell 
University. Ginsburg soon thereafter married 
another fellow law student, and they had 
their first child before the couple began law 
school at Harvard. 
As if attending law school as a mother and 
wife wasn't challenging enough, Ginsburg's 
husband was diagnosed with cancer during 
the course of their studies. They persevered. 
Attending classes in the morning for both 
herself and her husband, she would then join 
him at the hospital with his notes for the 
afternoon. In the evenings, she spent time 
with her young daughter before bedtime, then 
turned back to her own studies, averaging 
about two hours of sleep per night. 
"We always. believed we would prevail," 
she said in her Sept. 3 lecture. 
After her husband beat the odds and 
recovered, he graduated from Harvard. She 
quickly followed as a graduate from Columbia 
University after transferring - top of her 
class, of course. Martin Ginsburg found a 
job with a law firm quickly. 
Ruth did not. 
And so began a career of RBG battling 
odds stacked against her as a woman in a 
field dominated, at the time, by men. She 
eventually taught law at Rutgers University 
Law School before returning to teach at 
Columbia. During the 1970s, Ginsburg 
argued six historic cases regarding gender 
equality before the Supreme Court - she 
won five of them. 
After being elected to the U.S. Court of 
Appeals by former President Jimmy Carter 
in 1980, Ginsburg accepted the appointment 
to the Supreme Court in 1993, where she 
still serves today at age 86. 
While attending her lecture in Little Rock 
this week, I actively fought back tears three 
times during the event. It was unexpected, 
though not unpleasant. 
The first wave of emotion happened before 
anyone even took the stage. The lecture opened 
with video footage from Ginsburg being 
sworn in to the Supreme Court in 1993. I 
was suddenly watching the video through 
blurry eyes and rapid blinking. 
The second onslaught of tears hit me when 
she referred to the other two current women 
justices as her sisters-in-law. 
The final threat of tears came as Justice 
Ginsburg answered why she was even there 
in Little Rock --- we all knew it didn't really 
make sense with timing. After a year of very 
serious health issues, it seemed almost odd 
that she would use the energy for.a lecture 
in Little Rock, Ark., especially considering 
she just finished her last round of radiation 
on Aug. 23, less than two weeks previous. 
Ginsburg answered the question simply: 
She had already made a commitment to 
speak, and --- just like every other challenge 
she had faced through the years --- RBG 
refused to back down. 
We should all strive to be a little more 
like the honorable Ruth Bader Ginsburg. 
. Rigorous as the judge who has served diligently 
for almost three decades. Warm-hearted as 
the wife who took notes and attended law 
classes for her husband as he battled cancer. 
Notorious as the woman who has always 
worked for something bigger than hersel£ 
EMILY NICKS is the editor-in-chief 
for The Bison. She may be contact-
ed at enicks@harding.edu. 
Twitter: @emilyk_nicks 
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Illustration by JOHN DAVID STEWART 
Finding 
Harding's 
place 
You belong to a community whether or not you believe it. Community 
chooses you --- absorbs you even. You perform 
a role in your community --- whether you 
learn your lines or not. However, the play as 
a whole suffers when you fail to learn your 
lines. Though the play can recover from 
one person's false step, even be considered a 
success, how much better could it have been 
had the one done his or her part? 
Harding University contains an abundance 
of people who "learn their lines." These 
people are positive forces for Harding and 
their encompassing community of Searcy. 
Harding also contains a population of people 
(like myself) who forget or never realize 
they impact their Searcy community as 
long as they exist in it --- regardless of their 
oblivion. The first step in my investigation 
of who Harding students actually are in this 
community is to take a look at what I am in 
my community. Truthfully, I am a student 
and a consumer. Though neither of those 
things is bad, I think my community needs 
more from me. So to those of you who are 
along for the investigation, I invite you to 
Friday, September 6, 2019 
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Learn your lines 
join me in looking at what you are in your 
community before going any further; let us 
explore your role before learning your lines. 
Our community-designed-roles do not 
come from an attitude of what we can so 
graciously bestow upon Searcy. From what I 
gather, Searcy thinks kindly of Harding, but 
does not wither away when we are not here. 
The goal of my assessment is not to prove 
that Searcy needs us here, but to consider 
while we are here how we might use our 
God-given gifts and passions to contribute. 
I think thankfulness should be the next 
step we take before diving any deeper into 
the assessment of Harding students' place 
in Searcy. A variety of businesses, charities, 
churches, families, etc. invite Harding students 
to be a part of their, practices, visions and 
plans. Let's acknowledge how graciously our 
community prepares places for us to grow 
alongside our University. Our task becomes 
all the more urgent when we realize how 
well our community has served us. The least 
we can do is simply learn our lines. 
Last semester in my American government 
class, Dr. Lori Klein pointed out a strikingly 
encouraging element in the Preamble of the 
United States Constitution: "... and secure 
the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our 
Posterity ... " Posterity means all the· future 
generations to come. The Founding Fathers 
acted in the present with all of the future 
generations in mind. Our Searcy community 
invites us into their lives because they have 
our future well-being in mind. They better 
our current lives through employment, 
friendship, mentorship, church community 
and planned fun, while equipping us for future 
careers and opportunities at the same time. 
With grateful hearts, let us be contributors 
to our community, not only because Searcy 
deserves it, but because our participation in 
our current community shapes it for those 
who come after us. Before we assess as a 
whole, with our posterity in mind, let's ask 
ourselves individually: Who am I in my 
community? 
PERI GREENE is the beat reporter 
for The Bison. She may be contact-
ed at pgreene@harding.edu. 
' 
Contact Kinsey Stubblefield at kstubblefield@harding.edu to voice your thoughts and opinions. 
I haven't been able to escape "The Dark Crystal" lately. On Saturday 
I heard a radio commercial for the new 
Netflix series based on characters created 
by head Muppeteer Jim Henson for his 
classic 1982 film. At a flea market the same 
day, I saw a vintage metal lunch box from 
the original movie, rather worse for the 
wear after nearly four decades of dents 
and rust. Even the dealer's price tag had 
turned brown, ignored by shoppers like 
me who beheld its misery and passed by 
on the other side of the aisle. 
But these minor brushes with the 
fantasy world of Gelflings, Skeksis and 
Mystics were nothing compared to the 
thrill I had this summer to view those 
actual characters in person. The day before 
my epic trip to the Waffle House Museum 
(see last week's column), I toured the 
Center for Puppetry Arts. Part theater, 
part workshop and part wonderland, the 
center tells the story of our centuries-old 
fascination with puppets. 
Long an Atlanta institution, when the 
center doubled in size a few years ago from 
the Henson family donated Muppets day 
all of them. Hundreds of puppets from 
every phase of their storied television 
and film career. The displays started with 
the simple characters Henson created 
in the 1950s for TV commercials, and 
then moved on to "Sesame Street," the 
ground-breaking children's program now 
in its 50th year. It's difficult for adults not 
to get misty-eyed in the presence of Big 
Bird, Bert and Ernie, Kermit, and other 
icons, inches away from us behind glass. 
"The Muppet Show" is well represented, 
with rotating displays that feature different 
characters every six months. It was my 
Just the Clax 
Feeling 10 again 
luck that to see the puppets from 
"Pigs in Space," a skit that spoofed the 
old "Star Trek" TV series. They took me 
back to elementary school, where I carried 
my "Pigs in Space" lunchbox every day 
to the cafeteria. 
Other exhibits featured characters 
from "Fraggle Rock" and "Labyrinth," 
the 1986 fantasy film starring David 
Bowie as a goblin king. W alking past 
those glass cases was like a virtual march 
through my childhood. I was obsessed 
with Henson's creations for years. I drew 
Muppet characters, I imitated Muppet 
voices, I collected· Muppet swag. 
Actually, not much has changed. Less 
than a month ago, I bought a vintage 
Cookie Monster puppet. Purely for 
investment purposes, of course. 
But what drew me back to the Center 
for Puppetry Arts --- my second trip there 
--- was a special exhibit on "The Dark 
Crystal." It's difficult for audiences who 
have grown up with digital animation to 
appreciate how incredible the original film 
was. To this day, it remains the only live-
action film made entirely with puppets 
--- without a single human actor. The 
lengths to which co-directors Jim Henson 
and Frank Oz went to create the fantasy 
world of the movie are amazing. At age 
5, I was blown away by "Star Wars." At 
10, it was "The Dark Crystal." 
The plot in short: A thousand years 
ago, the breaking of a magic crystal split 
a benevolent alien race into two: the wise 
and gentle Mystics, and the cruel and 
vain Skeksis (pronounced Skek-SEEZ). 
For a millennium, the Skeksis have ruled 
through murder and intimidation. Because 
of a prophecy about their eventual ruin, 
they have systematically exterminated 
a race of small, elf-like creatures called 
Gelflings. Only two remain, and they 
unite on a quest to restore the crystal 
and end the Skeksis' reign. 
Each puppet in the film was meticulously 
drawn, crafted and operated by hand. 
All special effects had to involve the 
actual figures --- no CGI in those days. 
The ancient Mystics --- who looked 
like shriveled armadillos with multiple 
arms --- were operated by puppeteers 
who had to hunch over so severely to fit 
into the costumes that they could only 
film in character for a few minutes at a 
time. The towering Skeksis had bird-like 
faces, with beaks that were made to talk 
by actors watching TV monitors inside 
their costumes. 
And there they all were behind glass. 
Nearly 40 years old, the puppets were 
stunning, crafted with a level of detail that 
is not always visible on screen. Time will 
tell how the Netflix series does with the 
story. But as I stood there, face- to-face 
with the architects of my childhood, I 
was 10 years old again, back in a world 
of fantasy with no human adults in sight. 
I am not sure exactly when I will make 
it back to age 47, but I doubt· it will be 
before Christmas. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON Is a guest 
writer for The Bison. He can be 
contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu. 
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As the seasons come and go, I am always ecstatic to see summer end 
and fall begin because the latter is one of 
the best seasons we have. 
Summer is the worst season because it is 
too hot to do anything sand gets everywhere 
when you come home from the beach; you 
sweat everywhere after being out for 15 
minutes, and if you have leather seats in 
your car good luck. · 
You also can not be as versatile 
with summer clothes since it's 
too hot to wear layers. 
With summer ending 
and fall starting, I am 
transitioning into 
a state of new 
that summer 
doesn't bring. 
Fall is hands down 
one of the best seasons 
for many reasons; the change 
of colors, people sitting on the 
porches drinking ·warm cups of 
apple cider, leaves crunching on the 
sidewalks as you walk. It all just brings 
a joy so different 
than the summer 
season. 
Hiking in the 
fall also makes me 
appreciate 
the world 
that we live in more. Honestly, 
the fall season shows more of nature's beauty 
than the summer does. 
Fall is also tailgating season, and even 
though I may not be a huge football fan, 
nothing beats a good tailgate with all of 
your friends. 
Fashion during the fall, compared to the 
summer, is 10 times better. In the fall you 
can wear layers and all of the sweatshirts and 
sweaters you brought from home without 
sweating bullets, plus the several you'll 
collect from club functions. You can also 
wear flannel shirts, something you cannot 
wear in the summer. 
Fun 
fact: most 
of my closet 
consists of fall 
clothing, so 
that also plays a 
huge part in why 
I love fall. See the 
paragraph above 
for more evidence. 
Something else 
I look forward to 
during the fall is the 
opportunity to attend 
fairs. 
Even though I may not 
like going on every ride, 
being surrounded by friends 
and seeing people out enjoying 
their time together adds to why fall 
is better than summer. 
I believe that during the fall 
conversations get better, especially for 
college students. I am drawn to long walks 
and talks during the fall because they seem 
to be more meaningful and hold more depth 
than most of the conversations I had during 
the summer. 
Fall has so much more to offer compared 
to the summer. The events, the weather 
and the change of nature all around beats 
the summer, and no one can convince 
me ·otherwise. 
BOWMAN JOHNSON is a guest 
writer for The Bison. He may be 
contacted at bjohnson5@harding. 
edu. 
Make this 
leap 
These days, there isn't much I can do to feel genuinely embarrassed. Of 
course unexpected situations happen -- you 
trip and drop food in the caf, you fall off 
your bike in front of your crush, or you wave 
at someone who is waving at the person 
behind you. All of these have happened to 
me. However, I think learning how to laugh 
these off is something I have embraced. 
Each of these moments, whether we care 
to admit it or not, has happened to us all. 
I learned best how to brush it off when I 
lept off the cliffs at Heber Springs. · 
There was no better way to end my 
freshman year than being asked to a function. 
It was the day before Dead Week began, 
and it was going to be packed with fun. 
Tons of my close gal pals and guy friends 
were packed into a car to go to one of the 
most iconic functions at Heber Springs. 
Having never been to the cliffs before, I 
wasn't really sure of their height or how 
safe it was to jump. 
I don't have a fear of heights or water, 
but cliffs like these were something I had 
never conquered. From the time I was asked 
to the function, I started to build up the 
courage with a couple of friends to jump. 
After many attempts to pull me out to 
the cliffs, I made my way out to watch some 
friends show off their bravery. I decided I 
wasn't going to go in, but was soon influenced 
by those around me to just give it one try. 
It only takes one time. 
I clasped hands with a friend, and after 
a few trial runs, I finally made the leap. But 
when I hit the water, I knew something 
wasn't right. Immediately my tailbone started 
throbbing, and I needed help climbing back 
up to the top of the cliffs from the water. 
"... I carried around a bright 
red, innertube-looking "bum 
Maddy Hall @mddyhll · Aug 30 pillow" to chapel, class, 
restaurants, the library and 
wherever else I had to. go. 
I check my campus box frequently because I value the virtue of humility 
Holden Montgomery @holden_mont721 • Sep 3 v - Kinsey · Stubblefield 
opinions editor Honestly @HU_DPS getting brand new 2019 Toyota RAV4s is the bigg.est 
flex of the year so far and that's just the facts 
The next day, with an X-ray and doctor's 
appointment to confirm, I learned my tailbone 
had been fractured from hitting the water. Emory @EmoryGrace Aug 19 
Me: Hey what's up I thought you were graduating last year 
Friend: Haha yeah, me too 
For the last two weeks of school, which 
require a lot of sitting to study and take tests, I 
carried around a bright red, innertube-looking 
"bum pillow" to chapel, class, restaurants, 
the library and wherever else I had to go. 
Me: 
Lucas Lawrence 
Shorts in 
short 
I knew something was about to happen. I knew some rumblings had been going 
on around campus. I had heard whispers in 
dark circles that former Student Association 
President Hallie Hite was working tirelessly 
and furiously for a change to take place. So, 
when I got that email, I had a hunch, a hunch 
I almost ignored. 
When I got that email, I looked at my 
phone, read the handbook changes and said 
"not a chance." I decided to read the email 
fully, and, to my surprise, two rules were 
changed: the first about hats that was never 
enforced upon me, and another about shorts. 
I was with a group of friends at the time, 
some of who are now Harding students, and 
I said to them, "Listen, you guys can wear 
shorts now. "To my surprise it was met with 
no jubilee. No trumpet sounded, and I was 
not lauded as a prophet of good tidings rather 
one that could be ignored. 
I thought to myself, "Is this really a big 
deal?"I called my roommate. As juniors, we 
could attest to the heatstroke we've almost 
gotten from walking to the Parking and 
Transportation Office from Keller in August. 
Surely he would share in my excitement. So I 
called Daniel and told him. He said, "Yeah, I 
knew it was going to happen. I guess it is kind 
of a big deal. Yeah, it is a big deal." Feeling 
slightly validated, I left it alone. 
However, I still wonder --- is this a big 
deal? On the surface --- yes, it is. Changing 
a rule that has been so ingrained in Harding 
culture is objectively a big deal. No longer 
will I have to explain to people that I go to 
school in Arkansas and must wear jeans to I was so embarrassed every time I told the 
class. No longer will I look at the terror in . story, and I definitely didn't want to carry 
their eye. Optimistically you can see that around my personal innertube. 
this is a big deal. Harding may not seem like Through it all,I learned to laugh at myself 
the place to loosen up rules. To me, it seems and accept that what happened, happened. 
more likely to tighten down rules. We saw I had to laugh at my situation, even if it did 
that last year with the club week changes hurt a little, because laughing made the 
and the removal of visitation. Removing situation better. My suggestion? Learn to 
the pants rule could indicate that Harding is laugh at yourself fas ter than I did. Don't 
listening to the ebb and flow of the student wait for the end of freshman year. Start now. 
and culture. That is a good thing. Your most embarrassing story may bring 
I am left wondering, however, if this change someone to tears with laughter --- laughter 
was a placation to the psyche of the students. they need. It could brighten someone's day. 
I do not recall one conversation I had with Now I love telling this story because it brings 
fellow students about changing dress code, smiles to people's faces. Yes, go jump off the 
but I cannot remember many conversations cliffs at Heber Springs, but please jump in 
I have had about women's roles and other as straight as a pencil .. . Otherwise it might 
spiritual aspects at Harding. be you sitting in stand up, sit down chapel 
In short, shorts are good. I was really because it's too painful to participate. 
hoping that email would have gone 
differently. 
LUCAS LAWRENCE is a student 
writer for The Bison. He may be 
contacted at llawrence@harding. 
edu. 
KINSEY STUBBLEFIELD Is the· 
opinions editor for The Bison. She 
may be contacted at kstubblefield@ 
harding.edu 
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Encouraging 
Enthusiasm 
Todd Gray 
Traditionally 
Sentimental 
The NFL will kickoff its 100th season Sept. 
5 with a game between its two oldest teams, 
the Green Bay Packers and the Chicago Bears 
. With 100 years of football comes 100 years 
of tradition, spawning everything from lifelong 
rivalries to crowds of people wearing big cheese 
on their heads. 
Tradition makes us do funny things. For 
example, on Sept. 9, I will be dressed in my 
unwashed Drew Brees jersey with a wooden 
spoon in my knee-high lucky green socks. 
1his is how I dress every day that the Saints 
play in their regular season. Despite the looks 
I get, it's tradition. 
So what makes a person do something like 
this? Why risk embarrassment for something 
like a football game? I'll tell you why I do it. I 
do it because of my dad. My dad and I really 
didn't connect when I was younger since he 
was a huge football nerd, and I was an 8 year 
old addicted to video games. One day our 
two worlds collided when he brought home a 
football video game, and we immediately started 
bonding. He told me what teams to choose and 
what plays would work, and I taught him how 
to work the controls. But it stopped there. He 
wouldn't pick up a controller to play any other 
game, and I didn't really care about football. 
Then the day came when I was actually 
at a college football game, and my dad was 
talking to me about what was going on, and 
I was genuinely interested. I was learning so 
many things, and the game started becoming 
increasingly more interesting. After an hour of 
predicting plays and shouting, "That's another 
Warhawk, third down!" our team walked away 
with a loss, but I didn't. I won that day because 
that one of the closest moments that I had 
with my dad. 
Just as I was becoming interested in football, 
it seemed as though life was trying to get me 
down. My favorite team, the New Orleans Saints, 
wasn't the team that it was today. I watched them 
suffer loss after loss. After several disheartening 
seasons, my newfound passion was starting to 
dwindle until one special day. I was sitting on my 
couch watching the Saints struggle against the 
South Carolina Panthers and found a wooden 
spoon lying in front of me. Since we were down 
by several points, I decided to pick it up and 
distract myself instead of enduring the agony 
of another loss. Mere seconds after picking 
up my spoon, the sports announcer shouted, 
"Interception! They are going to take it all the 
way!"The Saints had intercepted the ball and 
ran it back for a touchdown --- one of many 
scored shortly thereafter to miraculously win 
the game. The Saints ended up pulling off an 
incredible season, and I held my spoon all the 
way through it. 
As the years passed, I donned a Drew Brees 
jersey and a pair oflucky socks to help "ensure" 
the Saints' victory, but my favorite part of my 
traditions wasn't the stylish apparel, but it was 
sitting on the couch with my dad knowing that 
this was something that we shared. The real 
tradition was him calming me down when the 
game was getting too close. It was his nonstop 
laughter at my reactions when our rivals, the 
Atlanta Falcons, scored. It was the ability to 
sit in absolute silence and know exactly what 
we both were thinking, which was usually an 
incorrect prediction of the next play. 
Being in college, I haven't had my dad right 
there beside me on the couch, but when I wear 
my game day attire, I know deep in my heart 
that he is watching miles away in his matching 
football jersey. So, despite the weird glances and 
the scattered comments, I wear my spoon in 
my sock with pride because it's not just some 
old tradition, it's my tradition. 
Traditions don't have to be decades old nor 
do they have to be unchangeable. With new 
families, you either create your own traditions 
or mix the ones that you already have together. 
It's a beautiful thing when multiple traditions 
combine into one or when new ones are made 
because that's what they are about. They are 
about community and shared memories. So, 
don't be afraid to start a tradition and don't be 
afraid when one changes. Celebrate something 
goofy, wear something weird on Wednesdays, 
or wear a spoon_in your sock. Traditions reflect 
growth and cherished memories, something 
that I think we all need in our lives. Go Saints! 
Todd Gray is the asst. sports editor 
for The Bison. He may be contacted 
at tgray3@harding.edu. 
A HARDING UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUILICATION 
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(Left) Jenni Nadeau huddles up with basketball team during a game in the 2018-2019 season. (Right) Jenni Nadeau 
blocks a goal during practice. She joined the women's soccer team this August. 
Former Lady Bison baskteball player joins 
Lady Bison soccer team 
Instead ofbeing discouraged by minimal Spurgeon said. "She gets everyone pumped 
playing time, she was encouraged to become up and ready, and there has been a really 
a better teammate. good atmosphere with her as an addition 
GARCELLE HODGE 
student writer 
Senior discus thrower Jenni Nadeau 
ditched her sneakers and donned cleats 
as she left the Lady Bison basketball team 
and joined the Lady Bison soccer team in 
August. Head Women's Soccer Coach Dr. 
Greg Harris offered Nadeau a position 
on the team, which she eagerly accepted. 
"I'm excited to grow and just have 
different opportunities because of s ccer," 
Nadeau said. 
She had played basketball for Harding 
since her freshman year and said that she 
really enjoyed the experience on the team. 
She did not know how much playing time 
she would have on the basketball team, but 
she said this had no effect on the overall 
experience she had. 
"I loved playing basketball," she said. "I 
loved my team. Basketball was my whole 
life at Harding." 
asst. sports editor 
Last season, the Lady Bisons volleyball 
team had an incredible 26-8 record, 
. including a victory over #3 seed University 
of Nebraska at Kearney in the NCAA 
Tournament. The team's season ended 
with a loss to Concordia University ---
St. Paul University, but the . Lady Bisons 
are back, ready to prove themselves as a 
formidable team. 
With eight new fres men and six 
returning players, arding'g volleyball 
team heads to Huntsville, Al. this weekend 
to begin their first tournament of the 
season. 
Eight new freshmen means eight pairs 
of shoes to fill, whichis somet ing that 
freshman defensive specialist Emma 
Winiger ully aware of. With of. With the 
sucessfulseason the Lady Bisons had, 
all eyes are are focused on chieving another 
season like it. 
"I am only a freshman," Emma Winiger 
said. "But I know that we have a huge 
legacy to live up to." 
Winiger says that the team is already 
starting to bond and form. 
"Our team chemistry has been coming 
together," Winiger said "And I think we 
can do some really great things here." 
Head Volleyball Coach Meredith Fear is 
excited about the opportunities that a new 
roster can bring and the new possibilities 
that this team can present. She said she 
looks forward to seeing how the team 
fares against those at the tournament this 
weekend and uses this as a learning point 
going into the season. 
"I'm excited about it," Fear said. "I 
think that they are exciting and winnable 
matches. I think this tournament will give 
. "I made a choice my sophomore year to the team." Nadeau looks to play goalie 
that I was going to be the best teammate at the collegiate level, the same position 
I could, because I didn't know ifl was ever she played for a year in high school. 
going to get to play," Nadeau said. Nadeau's athletic activities also include 
Teammates and friends alike know throwing javelin for Harding's track and 
Nadeau to have great sportsmanship and a field team. She has done this for the past 
humble heart. Not only did she improve as three years and will continue to do it her 
an individual, she tried her best to positively senior year. Nadeau's decision to leave the 
improve and eneourage those around her. basketball team was influenced by a·desire 
"She is the most driven person I think to focus more on track. 
I've ever been around," senior guard "I felt called to do it," she said. 
Peyton Padgett said. "Especially in a team Senior guard Taylor Sims said she looks 
atmosphere, she is very motivational and up to Nadeau and is encouraged by the 
pushes you to be better." example that Nadeau sets for others. 
Nadeau is looking forward to the exciting "You just kind of get a good feeling about 
opportunities that being on the soccer team who you're going to drive with, "Sims said. 
has to offer, and she has already started "Jenni is incredible because she finds new 
making an impact. ways to motivate people even if she's not 
"Jenni's pretty much changed our team in feeling motivated herself." 
a really good way," senior forward Melanie 
me a good picture of how the team can be used "I truly believe that we will have another 
and what our strengths and weaknesses are. sucessful eason," Cowart said. "We are all 
With a team that has so many new members, really looking forward to getting started." 
I know that I have a lot of players who can do Cowart also encouraged the student 
a lot. We can begin to start asking questions body to help ensure a successful season 
like who fits where and what combination through participation. 
works against this team, rather than a set "Student participation is a huge deal 
plan like last year. It's a more adaptable and in the sport of volleyball," Cowart said. 
flexible approach to things." "When students come and encourage us, 
The team is hopeful this year as they it fires our team up, while making it harder 
hope to achieve a season similar to or for the other team to do well. Usually, a 
even better than last year. Junior defensive good and loud student section can earn 
specialist Katherine Cowart predicts a the home team at least 1 to 3 points. We 
successful year for the Lady Bisons, as she love having fans, and we would be so 
is confident about the hard work put in appreciative to anyone who comes and 
through the summer and preseason. supports us." 
_ 
- - - - - - - - - - -
2B SPORTS Friday, September 6, 2019 
"Players Only" is a special column written 
by Harding atheletes. In this week's column: 
junior middle blocker Annesly Young talks 
about her hopes for a new and fresh team. 
3:45 p.m.: Nets are up, music is on, the 
training room is open. The long hallway 
leading to the gym feels like an echo chamber 
of last year's memories. I expect to walk 
around the comer and see last year's seniors 
packed into the training room, groaning 
about how old their bodies are. Now I'm 
greeted with loud singing and laughing as 
our freshmen run around the corner, filling 
these halls with an unfamiliar energy. 
., Photo by SADIE THORNTON 
Ever since my freshman year, I've known 
this gym to be a place where hard work 
gets done efficiently and correctly. Last 
year, our upperclassmen led with a clear 
focus and intense drive --- an intensity that 
led us to the NCAA Tournament and a 
conference championship. But in all those 
accomplishments, some intangible part of 
the game was lost. Our seasoned seniors 
made the rest of us step up and get serious. 
We had to challenge them in practice and 
give them the best competition every day 
so they could perform when the game was 
on the line. We had to grow up fast. 
Senior defender Christian Ramos and Junior forward Einma Welch pose on Jim Hendrix Field. Both players received 
GAC honors last year for ·their performances on and off the field and look to continue their leadership this year. . . . 
Soccer teatns seek successful season 
WILLALLEN 
student writer 
For this upcoming season, both Harding 
men's and women's soccer teams are hoping 
to step up their game and bring their teams 
to the next level. 
Both teams are currently doing 
everything they can to improve their 
fitness and develop team unity in hopes of 
producing successful seasons. 
Junior forward Emma Welch expressed 
her optimism for this upcoming season as 
the returning leading scorer for the Lady 
Bisons. 
"As a team, one of our main goals is 
growth," Welch said. "Last spring we only 
had 14 girls on the team, so this year we 
have tremendous room for growth. Having 
such a small number of returnees really 
Quirky 
Question 
requires our underclassmen and transfers 
to step up and bring our team to the next 
level." 
Harding soccer has gone through a 
season of improvement. Before this season, 
members of both teams expressed the 
challenge they have in front of them, but 
they show confidence in their ability to 
outshine their opponents. 
Senior defender Michelle Morgan 
expressed her enthusiasm for the upcoming 
season. She said she hopes to be a great 
leader on and off the field and strives to be 
an example for the rest of the team. 
"This season I am personally striving to 
be a good captain and leader," Morgan said. 
"I want to teach what it means to be a good 
Christian, student and athlete. Of course 
we want to win and play our best, but this 
team and sport mean so much more than 
just winning. As a team, we always look to 
play hard and honor God with our ability." 
Harding soccer placed first in the GAC 
conference for the past two years and hope 
to carry that success on to this year. With 
challenging opponents in front of each 
team, they know it will be a fight. 
Men's Soccer Head Coach Jon Ireland 
said he hopes the team not only has a goal 
to win, but a goal to grow as individuals. 
"My hopes for the season reach 
far more than just winning games or 
championships," Ireland said. "Yes, we 
want to win our conference championship 
and reach the NCAA Tournament, but I 
, spoke with the guys the other night about 
being great men. My goal is to help them 
, understand who they are, where they're 
going, and honoring · the one who gave 
. them their talents." 
September Soccer Schedule: 
Mens: 
' . 
HU at William Jewell 
HU vs. Mississippi Co l. 
HU vs. Delta St. 
HU at Okla. Baptist 
HU at South. Nazerene 
HU vs. Newman 
HU vs. Fort Hays St. 
Womens: 
HU vs. Wayne St. 
HU vs. MSU Moorehead 
HU vs. Texas-Tyler 
HU at Northeastern St. 
HU at Christ. Brothers 
HU at Delta St. 
HU vs. Ouchita Baptist 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 13 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 21 
Sept. 26 
Sept. 28 
Sept. 6 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 14 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 21 
Sept. 27 
This season, our team of 15 consists of 
eight new freshmen --- silly, playful, excited 
freshmen --- along with just two players 
with consistent on court experience. We 
are --- in every sense of the word --- fresh. 
We are nervous, inexperienced and still 
learning the game. 
But we are also passionate, energetic and 
talented. Practices are loud and frustrating 
and full of growth. They do not have the 
precision oriented execution oflast year, but 
they have the payoff of refining the tools 
we have and taking every small victory in 
practice to drive us toward the next goal. 
No one is expecting to plateau or be put 
in a box. We can be anything, do anything, 
achieve anything. Not knowing what we are 
capable of allows us to dream bigger and 
reach higher than ever before. 
an upperclassman, my job is simple: 
encourage, model and serve. Knowing what 
to expect in practices, games and traveling 
is an advantage that_ over half our team 
doesn't have. I take for granted knowing 
how to leave the day behind when I step 
on the court. Noticing when my teammates 
are struggling has become new terrain for 
me to navigate: But I love the way I feel 
more and more drawn out of myself and 
toward my team. 
Sometimes I am struck by how much of 
an effect a small word of encouragement 
or act of service has on one of the girls ---
they light up like the world has been lifted 
from their shoulders. And maybe it has 
been. Sports are about much more than 
game days. They're about carrying your 
burdens in community and celebrating each 
other's strengths. And this team is full of 
strengths and hearts willing to work hard 
for each other. 
We step in unison onto the court. Practice 
will be challenging, but rewarding. We are 
not perfect, but we are hungry. We're ready. 
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The parable of the talents 
Bible professor by day, Christian rapper by night 
EMILY SUNDERMEIER 
student writer 
A first-year Bible professor. A Harding 
University alumnus. A chaplain in the 
Army and a preacher. Jason Darden is a 
lot of things --- including even a Christian 
rapper with his own record label. 
Going under the name of Teech, 
Darden turned to Christian hip-hop when 
a struggling family member invited him to 
come over and sit while he made music. 
The family member told Darden that he 
had a gift. The two put out mixtapes, and 
soon Darden became a rapper. He did not 
grow up listening to Christian rap, but 
rather Run-DMC, LL Cool J and other 
early pioneers of'90s rap. It wasn't until 
he began writing hip-hop with a Christian 
message that he began to reflect on the 
message he wanted to send in his music. 
"When I started getting into hip-hop, 
I was like, 'What message do people want 
to hear from me?'" Darden said. "I want to 
speak truth into that. As I started doing 
more and more Christian content, I realized 
that there was some self-expression that 
was happening in me, like I could. tell 
my faith story and the struggle and the 
challenges that I have, and I can be more 
transparent." 
Darden teaches his Bible classes with 
this philosophy and allows students to write 
their own raps and present them in what 
he calls a "bar exam" every other Friday. 
According to class participants, students 
in Darden's classes look forward to sharing 
their thoughts and reflections with their 
classmates. Not only do the students stay 
engaged, but peer guides do as well. 
Peer guides are older students who sit 
in on freshman Bible classes in order to 
offer insight and form relationships with 
the students. 
Junior Logan Riggs, one of six peer 
guides for Darden's classes, said Darden 
looks to connect everybody with each other 
in a meaningful way. 
" Creativity, I think, Is 
really useful In teaching 
••• I think that's always 
appreciated by students 
as a breath of fresh air. 
Director of the Center for World 
Missions 
"Mr. Darden is looking for opportunities 
to connect not only to his students, but 
also to his peer guides as well," Riggs 
said. "He has three freshman classes, so 
six peer guides in total, and he brought us 
to Midnight Oil to discuss his ideas for 
the upcoming semester, and 
he also wanted to hear any 
ideas that we had." 
Shawn Daggett, director of 
the Center for World Missions, 
met Darden at a summer 
camp in 2018 and insisted 
that he apply to teach 
at Harding. Daggett 
described Darden 
as energetic and 
said he allows his 
students to express 
themselves in 
class, engaging 
them in the 
material. 
"Creativity, 
I think, is 
really useful 
in teaching," 
Daggett said. "You 
approach things 
differently in the 
classroom than how 
they are traditionally 
done, and I think that's 
always appreciated by 
students as a breath· 
of fresh air." 
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Professor Jason Darden mixes the audio to a new track. Darden used his 
passion for music to develop an engaging and creative teaching method. 
Inspired by Italy 
Assistant professor to open 
art exhibit in October 
JESSICA SIMMONS 
student writer 
Tessa Davidson may not be an unfamiliar 
voice in the Harding Art Departmentafter 
teaching as an adjunct for eight years, but 
in her new role as assistant professor, she is 
helping student artists find their own voices 
by bringing fresh insight through her personal 
artwork and teaching. 
"I think it's important that every artist 
discover what they're trying to say and express," 
Davidson said. "Deep within everybody, 
there's a·certain voice and certain messages 
you want to communicate." 
For her, the journey to becoming an 
articulate artist began as a student in 2005 
while studying abroad with Harding in 
Florence, Italy (HUF). 
"I could see some of it happening at the 
time, that her interest in art and art history 
really flowered during that time," said Dr. 
Steven Choate, 2005 HUF faculty and 
current art professor. "I think experiences 
like that really excited her because it made 
it real for her, so from that point on, she just 
really ate it up." 
According to Davidson, experiencing 
classic works of art with HUF woke her 
up, in a way. After returning to campus, she 
delved into her art history studies, impressing 
professors like Choate with papers sourcing 
three times the required amount and offering 
unexpected depth of insight. 
After her undergraduate studies at Harding, 
Davidson acquired a M aster of Education from 
Harding, Master of Arts from the University 
of Arkansas at Little Rock and Master of 
FmeArts from the New 
Hampshire Institute 
of Art, all while 
growing her family 
and experiences as 
a teacher and artist. 
"It's very 
inspiring to see 
someone doing 
it --- being 
successful, and 
also having a 
family and a life," senior 
Anna Milliron, visual 
arts studio major, said. , 
Davidson is currently 
working on a project called 
"Saints Re-Formed," a fusion 
of the modern and medieval 
that considers the everyday 
saint through several large oil 
paintings. 
In one called "Hope Has 
Feathers (for Francis)," 
birds congregate around a 
man adorned with bird feeders on his neck 
and outstretched arms. He stares behind 
the viewer into the distance, seemingly 
unaware of the birds who have built a nest 
on his head. The painting is breath- taking 
but not straight-forward, and that is what 
Davidson intends. 
"I look at how Jesus would use everyday 
parables and everyday things, but there was 
a deeper spiritual significance," D avidson 
said. "To me, that's always been kind of a 
model of putting out some. things that not 
everyone will get, and some people just keep 
walking on by, but to those who 
wrestle with them and puzzle 
with them, there's spiritual 
significance there the more 
you let it sit with you." 
For this project, Davidson 
drew inspiration from overseas 
locations and home. In March 
2019, she travelled to Assisi, 
Italy --- the birthplace of St. 
Francis --- as well as other 
significant sites from the saint's life. 
Besides traditions in art and 
church history, members of 
the Cabot Church of Christ, 
Davidson's home church·, 
also influenced the project by 
modeling for the paintings. 
For Davidson, this fact 
deepens the portrayal of 
everyday saints. 
Details like this explain 
why Choate believes 
Davidson adds value 
"Tessa Davidson is interested 
--- more than that, passionate 
--- about the discipline, whether 
it's painting, in terms of the 
doing of it, or the history of 
art," Choate said. 
He said Davidson knows 
how to intentionally educate her 
students. Aside from utilizing 
her own artist's voice, she is helping her 
students develop theirs. 
"One of her goals for this year is for us to 
have a theme or an aesthetic for our [senior] 
show and not just have random pieces," said 
Milliron. "I'm really excited for her to help 
us find our voice as an artist." 
To see how Davidson expresses "Saints 
Re-Formed", visit the Stevens Art Gallery 
on campus from Oct. 7-24. 
A painting by Professor Tessa Davidson 
stands on an easel in the art studio. 
She drew inspiration from her time 
In Italy. 
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healthy in Searcy 
KARLI WILLIAMSON 
features editor 
Eating healthy food while in college can be a challenge, 
and sometimes the problem stems (no pun intended) from 
not knowing where to get fresh produce or healthy snacks. 
From Searcy to Bradford, White County is full of places to 
find healthy options. 
Senior nutrition and dietetics major Adeline Johnson 
tried to make a concentrated effort to make healthy choices 
while in college. 
"Eating natural foods is so important because it really does 
make you feel more energetic and better overall," Johnson 
said. "I have found random ways to eat healthy whether that 
is choosing wheat over white bread, eating a salad, drinking 
water instead of soda, or including vegetables as a side." 
Healthier eating may start with getting fresh ingredients 
to cook, or it may just mean making healthier choices in 
the cafeteria and restaurants. Either way, White County has 
many options for those seeking a healthy lifestyle. 
When looking to buy fresh fruits and vegetables, the 
Searcy Certified Farmers'Market is the perfect place to go. 
Bright peppers bursting with color and flavor, fresh fruits 
and vegetables piled high looking more like art than food 
--- the farmers' market has a wide variety of produce from 
vendors all across White County. 
The market is open every Saturday from 8 a.m. until noon 
and Tuesday from 3 to 6 p.m: and is located on the east side 
Photo by ELENA FENNER 
Sophomore Nora Waller swings on the rope 
swing in Riverside Park on Aug. 31. Students find 
entertainment In outdoor activities in the Searcy 
area. 
Friday, September 6, 2019 
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Local farmers present their produce at the Farmers' Market on Aug. 31. The Searcy Certified Farmers' 
Market happens every Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon in Downtown Searcy. 
of the White County Courthouse in downtown Searcy. 
Another one of White County's best resources for fresh 
produce is Five Acre Farms, which was started in Bradford, 
Ark., in 2010 by Brandon and Cat Gordon. They work hard 
to provide quality, locally grown produce for many Searcy 
businesses, like Burrito Day, Good Measure Market and 
the Natural Food Store. 
Kari Fox, one of Burrito Day's owners, said they love 
working with Five Acre Farms to bring fresh, healthy food 
to the community. 
"We buy local because we want to support our community 
and it is essentially investing in your own town," Fox said. 
"The products are organic, full of flavor and harvested right 
before being delivered to our doorstep." 
Five Acre Farms also delivers fresh produce to Good 
Measure Market, a specialty grocery store that came to 
Searcy in 2013. For people with dietary restrictions or a 
desire to eat better, Good Measure is the motherland of all 
things health food. 
Senior Makensie Cobb followed a paleo diet for 16 
months, and she said she found many accommodating 
options at Good Measure, which sells minimally processed 
pre-made meals and side dishes, perfect for the on-the-go 
college student. 
"Their premade meals are an easy way to get quick, healthy 
food," Cobb said. "They typically contain a protein and a 
starch, and have many different options for dietary needs 
such as Paleo and gluten free." 
The farmers market, Five Acre Farms and Good Measure 
all sell products that promote healthful diets. Buying fresh 
produce from local farms and stores is a special way to invest 
in your community while also investing in your health. 
Take a hike 
Finding adventure in Searcy's backyard 
MARYN MCAFEE 
student writer 
Searcy can seem like a small, sleepy town; however, there 
is more than meets the eye. Locals and Harding students 
alike might not be aware of some things just outside city 
limits. Whether you are in the area for only a weekend or 
are here to stay, Searcy's backyard offers a multitude of 
places to check out. 
Sophomore Samantha Sheppard from Franklin, Tenn., 
has searched the surrounding Searcy area for things to do 
since she was a freshman. Sheppard said that when she came 
to Harding, she was discouraged by the lack of activities, 
but quickly found the area had way more to offer than she 
had initially anticipated. 
"I love to go to Heber on the weekends with my friends 
and jump off the cliffs," Sheppard said. "For the people who 
don't like cliff jumping, it's still so fun to go have lunch 
out there and picnic." 
For Harding students, the Honors College provides an 
opportunity for its students to get out of the classroom. 
Junior Emma Little, honors council president, described 
some of the amenities the program offers. 
"We offer a lot of different services, but the ones for 
going outside and experiencing nature, we have four to 
five bikes that people can check out for three days, Little 
said. "We have a bunch of kayaks too that honors students 
can take as well." 
Little encouraged students to take advantage of the 
bikes and kayaks the Honors Program offers. For personal 
enjoyment, she said she checks out' the bikes to ride the 
trails at Riverside Park. 
"[Riverside Park] is not too far," Little said. "The trail 
is halfway between Riverside and campus and you can 
actually just ride the bike to it." 
Also not too far from campus the Little Red River is 
a great place to gather with friends according to senior 
Grady Moore. 
"We're starting a tradition in [men's social club] Theta 
where once a month, we're running through the Little 
Red, swimming across it and then coming back," Moore 
said. "You could also float the Little Red, which is what we 
did, and that has become one of my favorite things to do." 
Moore added that Camp Takodah is a great place to 
go hiking if students are looking for more exercise while 
immersing themselves in some cool scenery. 
"You could hike at Camp Takodah-it's a private camp 
--- but if you were to contact the caretakers beforehand, 
you can go there and take advantage of what the camp has 
to offer," Moore said. 
Come one, come all, come to the White County Fair 
kids have spent many long hours working on those projects pride on the faces of the.young cowboys and cowgirls. I 
KASSIDY BARDEN and animals." never get tired of it." 
student writer 
Students at Harding have frequently found themselves lost 
over the years trying to find things to do in Searcy without 
having to go too far. Searcy may have limited entertainment 
opportunities, but for one week in the fall, White County 
steps it up. 
As the county seat, Searcy will host the annual White 
County Fair Sept. 9-14. People from all over the county can 
come together to enjoy events such as bull riding, the rodeo 
and the demolition derby. There are many things that fair 
regulars say are "must sees" and others you can skip right over. 
Searcy native and junior Emma Williams has been 
participating in fair events like cooking competitions-and 
showing animals for as long as she can remember. She 
officially started competing at age 5, entering a baked goods 
competition, as well as showing her cow, "Lily". 
"I stopped showing sheep and cows when I turned 15 
but continued in baking competitions until I graduated 
high school," Williams said. "My family is still very much 
involved in the state fair." 
The fair is a large scale event with lots of visitors from all 
over White County. Some visitors may get overwhelmed if 
they don't know where to go or what to see. 
"My advice would be to carpool to• get there because 
parking can get expensive, and make sure to check the best 
nights to go - some nights have discounts for students," 
Williams said. "The rides are super fun, but make sure you 
go through the barns and see the animals as well. Those 
Junior Jasie Mason, a student from Bald Knob, has been Fair food is often talked about, not only in White County, 
visiting the fair for as long as she can remember. but all over the country. Williams, Mason and Caples all 
"If you are thinking of visit;iflg the fair for the first time, agreed that the fair would not be the same if there weren't 
make sure you go on armband night so you can ride all the funnel cakes available. 
rides as many times as you want," Mason said. "If you have "Fair food is amazing, but take my advice --- never eat 
limited time I would definitely go on. Saturday night and fried Oreos, a funnel cake, fried chicken and french fries at 
see the demolition derby,,because it is just so fun." the same time. Just don't," said Williams. 
An armband night lets visitors buy an armband in Going to the fair is a long-favored and beloved tradition 
exchange for unlimited rides and attractions. This year's for the people ofWhite County. The fair will run Sept. 9-14. 
armband nights will be held Sept. 15-16 from 5 p.m. to 11 
p.m. and Sept.19 from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Junior Carissa Caples from Rose Bud, agreed that the 
rides and demolition derby are a fun, integral part of the 
fair, but she said the barns are where you see the true heart 
of the fair. 
"Growing up, the fair was always the one week I looked 
forward to the most, and I have never missed a year since I 
began going," said Caples. "I love the rides, but my favorite 
thing is walking through the barns and seeing the pure joy and 
